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Abstract

The literature presents strong evidence that financial development leads to economic
growth. However, it ignores the dual face of growth – innovation and imitation. Imitation is
relatively more important for countries that are lagging than countries that are close to the frontier
This study empirically examines the effect of financial development on sources of growth, when
interacted with the proximity of each country from the frontier. The proximity to the frontier is the
relative distance of a country from the world income and technology frontier. Generalized Method
of Moments (GMM) estimation technique has been employed here to check for simultaneity bias.
It finds that financial development has a differential impact on economic growth and sources of
growth depending upon the proximity of the respective country to the frontier. While financial
development has a positive and robust impact on growth, the interaction variable of financial
development, and proximity to the frontier ratio has a negative and significant impact on growth .

Broad Theme of Discussion


The separate importance of implication and discussion sections
 Inclusion of comments before presentation in subsequent
sessions
 A state level analysis within India might be beneficial
 Importance of executive summary in research papers
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Central banks replacing private banks
 Reverse Migration
Relation of distance from frontier with migration between
sectors



Distribute Lag model and relevance of one year lag





Choice of Imitation over Innovation
 Defining “distance from frontier”

Innovation Approach in Stock Markets
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